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Abstract
This paper describes experimental results of applying Subspace
Gaussian Mixture Models (SGMMs) in two completely di-
verse acoustic scenarios: (a) for Large Vocabulary Continu-
ous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) task over (well-resourced)
English meeting data and, (b) for acoustic modeling of under-
resourced Afrikaans telephone data. In both cases, the per-
formance of SGMM models is compared with a conventional
context-dependent HMM/GMM approach exploiting the same
kind of information available during the training. LVCSR
systems are evaluated on standard NIST Rich Transcrip-
tion dataset. For under-resourced Afrikaans, SGMM and
HMM/GMM acoustic systems are additionally compared to
KL-HMM and multilingual Tandem techniques boosted using
supplemental out-of-domain data. Experimental results clearly
show that the SGMM approach (having considerably less model
parameters) outperforms conventional HMM/GMM system in
both scenarios and for all examined training conditions. In case
of under-resourced scenario, the SGMM trained only using in-
domain data is superior to other tested approaches boosted by
data from other domain.
Index Terms: large vocabulary continuous speech recognition,
acoustic modeling, under-resourced languages
1. Introduction
Conventional acoustic modeling technique in Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) represents distributions of (usually
tied) Hidden Markov Model (HMM) states using relatively
large number of parameters completely defining a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM). This approach nowadays constitutes
the state-of-the-art in acoustic modeling for ASR. This is espe-
cially valid for Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recogni-
tion (LVCSR). The main advantage of the HMM/GMM com-
pared to other acoustic modeling techniques is its feasibility for
parallel training (i.e., it can easily accommodate large amount
of training data which is usually available for well-resourced
languages) and possibility to combine standard adaptation and
discriminative training techniques.
In case of under-resourced corpora (i.e., less “vivant” lan-
guages), and/or small vocabulary ASR systems, many new
techniques have revealed, such as Kullback-Leibler divergence
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based Hidden Markov Models (KL-HMM) or multilingual Tan-
dem systems [1]. Similar to HMM/GMM, these approaches
can directly be trained with the data of an under-resourced cor-
pora. In addition, they show large benefit over the conventional
context-dependent HMM/GMM if they are boosted by prop-
erly combining acoustic information from multiple (e.g., out-
of-domain, different languages) corpora [2].
Recently, a new acoustic modeling scheme based on Sub-
space Gaussian Mixture Model (SGMM) has been proposed [3].
Similar to KL-HMM or multilingual Tandem systems, SG-
MMs demonstrated their large potential to benefit from avail-
able data from different corpora (i.e., well-resourced languages)
to improve recognition performance of the target domain (i.e.,
under-resourced language) [4]. Compared to other (multilin-
gual) techniques, such as traditional ones exploiting universal
phone models to allow for training acoustic models from many
languages [5], SGMM (as well as KL-HMM and multilingual
Tandem) can utilize a target phone set thus representing much
simpler procedure.
To our knowledge, the SGMM, if trained for acoustic mod-
eling by exploiting purely in-domain data, was evaluated only
on standard (less ambitious) datasets (Wall-Street Journal, Re-
source Management tasks) [6]. In this paper, we evaluate the
SGMM technique for acoustic modeling on two challenging
but completely diverse speech recognition tasks: (a) LVCSR
task performed on 16 kHz meeting data (well-resourced En-
glish language utilizing 150 hours of training data), and eval-
uated over standard NIST Rich Transcription (RT) 2007 data
and, (2) small-vocabulary ASR over 8 kHz telephone speech
(under-resourced Afrikaans utilizing only 3 hours of training
data). Experiments reveal that the SGMM approach is superior
to the conventional HMM/GMM technique on the LVCSR task
for all examined training conditions. Furthermore, although the
SGMM did not profit in our studies from additional source of
data, as this was shown to be possible according to the multi-
lingual experiments described in [4], the results on Afrikaans
(considered as an under-resourced dataset) demonstrate signif-
icantly better performance compared to KL-HMM and multi-
lingual Tandem systems boosted by out-of-domain data. Most
of our experimental acoustic systems were built using Kaldi
toolkit1.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give
an overview of the Subspace Gaussian Mixture Model and its
relation to the conventional HMM/GMM approach. Section 3
describes the systems used in our experimental work and Sec-
tion 4 presents experimental results. Section 5 concludes the
work.
1http://kaldi.sourceforge.net
2. Subspace Gaussian Mixture Models
The main goal of SGMM models is to reduce number of pa-
rameters by selecting the Gaussians from a subspace spanned
by a Universal Background Model (UBM) of size I and state-
specific transformations. The emission probability density












where x ∈ RD denotes feature vector, j is the speech state,
and vj ∈ RS is the state-specific vector (of dimension S). The
model in each HMM state is represented by a simple GMM with
I Gaussians, mixture weights wji, means µji, and covariances
Σi which are shared among the states. The state-specific vec-
tors vj ∈ RS of the “subspace dimension” S (where S is typ-
ically around the same as dimensionality of acoustic features)
together with globally shared parameters Mi and wi are used
to derive the means and mixture weights representing the given
HMM state.
In fact, the previous set of equations assume one state-
specific vector v to be assigned to each HMM-state. In order
to allow for more precise modeling of HMM states, each state
is rather represented with mixture of sub-states [7].
2.1. Additional speaker vectors
An useful extension to the basic SGMM framework is provided
by using speaker vectors, which can be very beneficial espe-
cially in the LVCSR tasks. In this extension, as proposed in [7],
each speaker s is described by a speaker vector v(s) of an ar-
bitrary dimension T (usually T ∼ S). The mean projection
(previously given by Equation 2) will now become:
µji = Mivj +Niv
(s), (4)
where theNi matrices define the speaker subspace.
3. System descriptions
3.1. Well-resourced LVCSR meeting system
We use Individual Head Microphone (IHM) recordings sampled
at 16 kHz for the LVCSR experiments with well-resourced data.
The training set consists of the complete AMI and ICSI meeting
data yielding a total of 150 hours of the segmented speech. The
test set is defined by NIST RT 2007 evaluations2 . The IHM con-
dition of the “conference room meeting test set” with the refer-
ence segmentation was used in the experiments. The dictionary
contains around 50k words and the decoding is performed us-
ing bi-gram Language Model (LM). Two benchmark ASR sys-
tems were considered in this scenario, both trained using HTK
toolkit3 (the systems are marked with ’H’).
3.1.1. HMM/GMMH benchmark system using HLDA-PLPs
The performance of several various (usually complex multi-
pass) LVCSR systems on NIST RT 2007 test sets can be found
2http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/rt/2007
3http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk
on the Web2. A one-pass HMM/GMMH based LVCSR sys-
tem trained with slightly more training data (180 hours) which
exploits, apart from HLDA-PLP features, quite sophisticated
Tandem features is presented in [8]. HMM/GMMH models
were trained in the Maximum-Likelihood framework. The final
acoustic model contains around 5.6k tied states and employes
18 Gaussian mixture components per state. In our implementa-
tion, slightly less training data (around 4.5k tied states) without
VTLN normalization was used.
3.1.2. HMM/GMMH benchmark system using MFCCs
For the sake of comparison, we also implemented an
HMM/GMMH benchmark system using the HTK which is
trained on the same amount of data as the following SGMMs.
It employes standard per-speaker normalized PLP features ac-
companied by ∆ and ∆∆. We used around 4.5k tied states and
18 Gaussian mixture components per state.
3.2. Under-resourced small vocabulary ASR system
In the second experimental setup, we decided to use Afrikaans
– a resource scarce language. Relatively small amount of data
is available from LWAZI corpus provided by the Meraka Insti-
tute, South Africa [9]. In total, 3 hours of the training data and
50 minutes of the test data is available. The dictionary con-
tains around 1.5k words [10]. Since we did not have access to
an appropriate LM, a uni-gram word LM was trained on word
transcriptions from the training set. Two benchmark ASR sys-
tems were also considered in this scenario, both mostly trained
using HTK toolkit3 (the systems are also marked with ’H’).
3.2.1. KL-HMMH and multilingual TandemH benchmark sys-
tems
To compare performance of the SGMM on Afrikaans data, we
use KL-HMMH and multilingual TandemH systems presented
in [1], particularly developed to be applied in under-resourced
scenarios. In [1], phoneme accuracies were reported. For the
sake of comparison, we use the same uni-gram word LM, as for
SGMM models, and report Word Error Rates (WER) for both
KL-HMMH and multilingual TandemH systems.
More specifically, both systems use phoneme posterior
probabilities as features. To estimate phoneme posterior prob-
abilities, four Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) were previously
trained using PLP+∆+∆∆ features: one MLP on Afrikaans
data and three on out-of-language data (English and German
SpeechDat(II)4 and the Spoken Dutch Corpus [11]). All four
MLPs were trained on context-independent phoneme targets.
For the acoustic modeling only Afrikaans data was used, but
processed by all four previously trained MLPs. First, context-
independent monophone models were built and then used as
seeds for the context-dependent phoneme model training. The
resulting phoneme posterior features have a dimension of 189.
For the multilingual TandemH system, we used 1.5k states, each
modeled with a mixture of 8 Gaussians. Since the KL-HMMH
system models each state with one categorical distribution, we
used larger number (15.5k) of states.
4. Experimental work and results
All the following ASR experiments are carried out using
Kaldi toolkit (marked with ’K’). The standard features used
4http://www.speechdat.org/SpeechDat.html
System WER [%] Description
Well-resourced LVCSR meeting system
HMM/GMMH 41.7 PLPs+∆+∆∆
HMM/GMMH 39.2 HLDA-PLPs
HMM/GMMK 42.1 MFCCs +∆+∆∆
HMM/GMMK 39.4 MLLT-MFCCs
HMM/GMMK 35.3 MLLT-MFCCs + SAT(fMLLR)
SGMMK 38.2 MFCCs +∆+∆∆
SGMMK 36.2 MFCCs +∆+∆∆ + speaker vectors
SGMMK 34.4 MLLT-MFCCs + speaker vectors
SGMMK 34.2 MLLT-MFCCs + speaker vectors + fMLLR
Table 1: LVCSR experimental results of HMM/GMM and
SGMM systems evaluated on NIST RT 2007 data. PLP and
HLDA-PLP based HMM/GMM benchmark systems, imple-
mented using HTK (’H’), are described in Section 3. All other
systems, implemented using Kaldi (’K’), are presented in Sec-
tion 4.
are 13 dimensional MFCCs with per-speaker mean and vari-
ance normalization accompanied by first and second derivatives
(MFCCs+∆+∆∆). To evaluate the SGMM framework on more
complex features, we decided to employ MLLT-MFCC fea-
tures, similar to those of the benchmark system in the LVCSR
task (employing HLDA transform over PLPs [8]). These fea-
tures are represented by per-speaker normalized MFCCs spliced
over 9 consecutive frames and projected by LDA (performing
reduction to 40 dimensions). MLLT transform is then used over
the LDA-reduced features.
To obtain ASR performance of the HMM/GMM on ex-
actly the same training setup using Kaldi toolkit, first, the
HMM/GMM system is implemented for the both well- and
under-resourced ASR tasks. SGMM models are then trained
with the same training setup, similar to the HMM/GMM. In
addition, SGMM models are trained without and with speaker
vectors, as described in Section 2.1. Although we do not ap-
ply any discriminative training procedure in any of our exper-
iments, the Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) is eventually ap-
plied in both SGMM and HMM/GMM systems (provided by
feature-space adaptation using feature-space Maximum Likeli-
hood Linear Regression (fMLLR), also known as constrained
MLLR [12]).
4.1. Well-resourced LVCSR meeting system
As described in Section 3.1, HMM/GMMK and SGMMK sys-
tems, implemented using Kaldi, were first trained on well-
resourced English meeting recordings available from AMI(DA)
project5. The HMM/GMMK uses around 4.5k tied-states and
100k Gaussian mixture components (in total). In case of the
SGMMK , an UBM is first initialized by clustering the diag-
onal Gaussian mixture components of the HMM/GMMK sys-
tem. The UBM is then trained with full-covariance matrices on
the full training set. The final size of UBM is I = 500 Gaus-
sians. Initialization of the SGMMK model is done from the
previously trained UBM with a sub-space dimension S = 50.
The final SGMMK contains 100k sub-states. In case of apply-
ing speaker vectors, size of the speaker subspace dimension is
T = 39.
ASR results on well-resourced meeting data are reported
5http://www.amidaproject.org
System N ×106 Description
Well-resourced LVCSR meeting system
HMM/GMMH 6.4 PLPs+∆+∆∆
HMM/GMMH 6.4 HLDA-based PLPs
HMM/GMMK 9.4 MFCCs +∆+∆∆
SGMMK 6.4 MFCCs +∆+∆∆
Under-resourced small vocabulary ASR system on Afrikaans
KL-HMMH 3.0 Posterior features estimated on PLPs+∆+∆∆
TandemH 4.5 Posterior features estimated on PLPs+∆+∆∆
HMM/GMMK 2.0 MFCCs +∆+∆∆
SGMMK 1.3 MFCCs +∆+∆∆
Table 2: Total number of parameters (N) for selected individ-
ual acoustic models implemented for both well- and under-
resourced scenarios.
in Table 1. WER of the HMM/GMMH benchmark trained on
exactly the same data is 41.7%. The second HMM/GMMH
benchmark trained on slightly less amount of data (−1/5) than
in [8] and exploiting HLDA-PLP features gives 39.2%. The
LM scaling factor is tuned in both systems for the best WER.
There is no SAT applied in any of these systems. Kaldi-based
HMM/GMMK with simple MFCCs performs slightly worse
than HTK-baseline. MLLT-MFCC features give about similar
performance as HLDA-PLPs. Eventual SAT training reduces
WER by 4.1%. The SGMMK applying simple MFCCs (with-
out using speaker vectors) gives WER equal to 38.2%. A re-
duction by about 2% absolute is obtained for the SGMM with
speaker vectors. MLLT-MFCC features significantly improve
WERs over simple MFCCs. Final WER after applying fMLLR
feature transform is 34.2%. The overall number of parameters
for selected acoustic models implemented on well-resourced
meeting data is given in Table 2 (upper part).
4.2. Under-resourced small vocabulary ASR system on
Afrikaans
Unlike LVCSR setup, in the second type of experiments, acous-
tic models were trained on relatively low amount (3 hours) of
data. The Kaldi-based HMM/GMMK contains around 1.8k
tied-states and 25k Gaussian mixture components (in total).
Similar to the LVCSR setup, an UBM initialized from the
HMM/GMMK , having I = 400 Gaussians, is used to initialize
the SGMMK . The final SGMMK contains 7.5k sub-states and
dimensions S and T are equal to 40.
Table 3 reports WERs obtained on under-resourced
Afrikaans. Benchmark WER performance provided by KL-
HMMH and multilingual TandemH systems [1] is 37.2% and
38.9%, respectively. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, these
models benefit from additional out-of-language data. There
is no SAT applied in any of these systems. Kaldi-based
HMM/GMMK trained only using in-domain data and apply-
ing similar kind of features (however MFCCs instead of PLPs)
performs considerably worse (40.6%). MLLT-MFCC features
reduce WER by 4.3% and SAT seems to perform very well (an-
other 6.2% absolute reduction in WER). SGMMK models were
trained only using in-domain data. By using simple MFCCs,
WER is 37.1%. By adding speaker vectors to the SGMM, WER
is reduced by 3.1% absolute. MLLT-MFCCs and eventual fM-
LLR transform reduce WER down to 30.4%. The overall num-
ber of parameters for selected acoustic models developed on
under-resourced Afrikaans is given in Table 2 (lower part).
System WER [%] Description
Under-resourced small vocabulary ASR system on Afrikaans
KL-HMMH 37.2 Posterior features estimated on PLPs+∆+∆∆
TandemH 38.9 Posterior features estimated on PLPs+∆+∆∆
HMM/GMMK 40.6 MFCCs +∆+∆∆
HMM/GMMK 36.3 MLLT-MFCCs
HMM/GMMK 30.1 MLLT-MFCCs + SAT(fMLLR)
SGMMK 37.1 MFCCs +∆+∆∆
SGMMK 33.9 MFCCs +∆+∆∆ + speaker vectors
SGMMK 30.8 MLLT-MFCCs + speaker vectors
SGMMK 30.4 MLLT-MFCCs + speaker vectors + fMLLR
Table 3: Experimental results of HMM/GMM and SGMM sys-
tems evaluated on under-resourced Afrikaans data. KL-HMM
and Tandem benchmark systems, implemented using HTK (’H’),
were developed for under-resourced scenarios and are boosted
by additional data sources, as described in Section 3. All other
systems, implemented using Kaldi (’K’) are presented in Sec-
tion 4.
5. Conclusions and discussions
We have reported ASR performance of relatively new kind
of acoustic models based on SGMM. So far achieved perfor-
mance of SGMM models (in case of being purely trained us-
ing in-domain data) was reported only on standard (less am-
bitious) ASR datasets (Wall-Street Journal, Resource Manage-
ment). Our SGMM experiments were carried out on two chal-
lenging but completely diverse corpora, i.e, well- and under-
resourced datasets. For the sake of comparison, in addition
to the SGMM, conventional HMM/GMM was trained in both
cases using exactly the same amount of data. We also utilized
the same kind of information during the training and evalua-
tion (i.e., similar features, speaker adaptation, language model).
Furthermore, for each scenario, interesting ASR performances
reported by other authors were taken into account. In case of
well-resourced data, HMM/GMMs trained on similar data were
reported. In case of under-resourced corpora, state-of-the-art
KL-HMM and multilingual Tandem systems were reported.
Experimental results clearly show that SGMM models
(having usually less model parameters than other evaluated
acoustic systems, as shown in Table 2) perform better for all the
examined conditions (simple/complex features, speaker adapta-
tion), and in both well and under-resourced scenarios.
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